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Hello!
Perspectives:
• Inside
• Outside
INDUSTRY

Changes
Changes Q of Survival
INDUSTRY

Consumer Electronics
INDUSTRY
YES - knowledge
NO - field experience
INDUSTRY

Stay in the RACE!!!
New Major!!!

INDUSTRY

calls

ACADEMIA
Regional Collaboration: DRIVE

INDUSTRY calls ACADEMIA
INDUSTRY calls ACADEMIA

BUZZ: AI, BIG DATA, AUTOMOTIVE
EU Collaboration: STARR, Bonseeyes
Conferences

INDUSTRY calls
ACADEMIA
Conferences
GoZINC.org
ICCE-Berlin.org @IFA
It takes two to TANGO

INDUSTRY-ACADEMIA

prosperity
Contact us

RT-RK Institute for Computer Based Systems
Narodnog fronta 23a
21000 Novi Sad
Serbia

www.rt-rk.com
Gordana.Velikic@rt-rk.com